analyses the application of the colour red in his Socialist-Realist paintings and informel works, in order to uncover the psychological link between the colour red and social fear. Kobdzej's contrasting application of red in his Social-Realist painting Podaj cegłę (Pass Me a Brick, 1949 Fig. 1 ) and his 'matter painting' cycle Szczeliny (Crevices, 1966 (Crevices, -1968 Fig. 2 ) provides an example that demonstrates the unique character of Polish art of the 1960s as it relates to the Western neo-Avant-Garde. 6 This article not only analyses the moral dilemmas of artists working immediately after the Stalinist period, but also attempts to offer a sample of research ethics, which may serve as a model for researchers from a range of humanistic disciplines. The first part of this article locates Kobzdej's use of red within two major colour traditions, which were discussed in a polemic over the adaptation of traditions and the possible ways of the emancipation of Polish informel initiated between the theoreticians Julian Przyboś and Mieczysław Porębski. The second part outlines various attempts pursued by other scholars to understand the unique character of Polish informel. This part proposes that the relation between the two modes of red that are found in Kobzdej's works can be used as an argument for the definition of Polish 'matter painting'. In the third part, the argument moves on to discuss Kobzdej's application of the colour red in the context of post-Stalinist social fear, as an element that differentiates his artistic practice from the art of the Western neo-AvantGarde.
Attempts to define the Polish art scene of the 1960s are often reduced to a discussion of the degree of independence of Polish artists in relation to the artistic concepts that originated in France during the 1950s. 7 The discussion over the possible existence and provenance of the post-war Polish National School of Neo-Avant-Garde was crystallised in 1957 in the Polish art paper Przegląd Kulturalny. Kantor, who was among the first to implement modern and international standards in the Polish art scene. 11 Piotr Majewski described this exchange of ideas as:
[…] a dispute between the supporters of intellectualism and rationality [Julian Przyboś] and the supporters of emotionalism and up to some degree irrationalism in art [Mieczysław Porębski and Tadeusz Kantor] . A dispute between the intellectual rigour and the right to use imagination, instinct and feelings in the creative process. 12 7 Piotr Krakowski, 'Rzut oka na owe prądy w malarstwie polskim w latach 1945-1960 (1965) Kobzdej, 1920 Kobzdej, -1972 His final departure from the Socialist-Realist iconography became evident in the series of paintings titled Gęstwiny (Thickets, 1955) , but his interest in informel truly gathered momentum after travelling around Western Europe in 1958-1959. 21 This tour brought a deep sense of revolution to Kobzdej's works.
His paintings developed a more transcendental character expressed by a crudely and dramatically moulded painting surface. 22 These compositions may be also characterised by their minutely studied colour schemes, which, on the one hand, may be seen as a continuation of the Colourists' tradition and, on the other hand, can be understood as a new inspiration sparked by discoveries of French Art
Informel.
23
The peak of his experimentation with different traditions came in the series Szczeliny (Crevices, 1966 (Crevices, -1968 (1969) (1970) (1971) (1972) . 25 The informel effect in these works was achieved by draping a mouldable mass on a metal surface attached to a canvas. In more recent times the dispute initiated by Przyboś and Porębski found a permanent place in academic discourse. 33 The publications on this topic prepared by Piotr Majewski, Jaroslaw Suchan, Piotr
Juszkiewicz and Piotr Piotrowski provide profound insight into the process of the emancipation of Polish 'matter' painters from the Western neo-Avant-Garde. Remarkably, they arrive at a similar conclusion.
34
For these scholars the process of emancipation of Polish art was extremely difficult to define, as it was usually based on diverse and individual rather than equivocal and collective attempts. For this reason, it is only possible to achieve any effective conclusion when the works of Polish informel are discussed in the context of an artistic pursuit to achieve 'modernity'.
35
More than 50 years after Przyboś and Porębski initiated the discussion over the properties of the allegoric element, which was earlier registered in memory, the human mind triggers a chain of associative memories. The use of red as an allegory of the Soviet state was aimed at deposing a chain of associations deep in the social identity of the nation.
46
In Soviet Russia this process was justified by a profound cultural tradition around the colour red, hence its success. 47 In the Polish People's Republic, however, the attempt to solidify the colour red in social identity eventually resulted in complete failure. As part of a superimposed tradition associated with the repressions of the Stalinist regime, Soviet red quickly became the most hated colour. The term 'Reds', which Poles used to refer to communists, had a pejorative meaning. 48 The negative feelings towards red spread out into many areas of every-day life, and any red object could bring to mind a socialist subtext. Red bricks, cars, flowers, shirts, ties or scarfs instantly brought to mind the burden of Stalinism.
Right after the Thaw, red became registered in the social conscience as an uncanny object in a Freudian sense -familiar, yet strangely uncomfortable. Etkind, post-war revival of existentialism, which raised the question of the role of an artist in a dystopian reality.
53
The colour red, used as an allegory becomes a permanent stigma, which is difficult to erase from the social memory. Despite the change between cultural contexts, colour, contrary to any other element of graphic representation, accumulates meaning over time, so it is rather difficult to fully cleanse a colour from its past meanings registered in social memory. 54 While it is possible to change the elements of a figurative composition by distorting the volumes or lines in the composition implying a satire or parody, it is impossible to fully distort the allegorically used colour, which permanently enters the subconscious social memory.
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Fig. 5
Aleksander Kobzdej, Ocalony (Rescued), 1958, oil on canvas, paper, 190 × 136 Abstraction became for Kobzdej a way to challenge this problem, who was never interested in abstraction per se, but rather in the metaphysic realm that the means of abstraction enabled him to explore. In his conversation with Pierre Courthion, which was registered before the individual exhibition of his paintings at the Paris Galerie de l'Ancienne Comédie in 1960, Kobzdej explained: 
